1. GENERAL

1.01 This section contains the wiring of the 28G and 28H transmitter-distributor mounting and cover assemblies. These are the bases for the self-contained 28G multicontact and 28H single-contact fixed head transmitter-distributor units, respectively.

1.02 This section is reissued to include the wiring for the 28H-1 transmitter-distributor mounting and cover assembly.
NOTES FOR POWER SUPPLY FOR TRANSMITTER AND DISTRIBUTOR MAGNETS:

1. EXTERNAL 115V DC:
   - Wiring shown in solid lines with straps marked X.

2. EXTERNAL 48V DC:
   - Wiring same as for external 115V DC except add dotted strap from V6 to V5 and from V3 to V2.

3. INTERNAL 115V DC:
   - Wiring same as for external 115V DC except:
     A. Add DC power supply and circuits shown in dotted lines.
     B. Remove the straps marked X.

4. TERMINALS Z30 AND Z31 ARE USED FOR DIST AUX B CONTACTS.

5. FOR CONNECTORS "E" "Z", PROVIDE EXTERIOR CONNECTORS 114 66 CONNECTOR (PLUG) & 171554 CONNECTOR (MALE) RESPECTIVELY.

---

Figure 1 - 28G Transmitter-Distributor Mounting and Cover Assembly
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Figure 2 - 28H and 28H-1 Transmitter-Distributor Mounting and Cover Assembly